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CHAPTER VI. Implementation Process for the Life of the Settlement

I. ANNUAL WORK PLANS

Each year, the Restoration Plan is implemented through an annual
work plan. An annual work plan consists of a listing of restoration
projects to be funded for that year. The Trustee Council will issue
requests for proposals for specific projects designed to meet the
obj ectives of the Restoration Plan and related strategic plans. All
projects must fit within the guidelines established in the
Restoration Plan. Projects must also fit within an existing
restoration option or one which has been added to the Restoration
Plan through an amendment process. Project proposals will be
solicited from individuals and pUblic and private organizations,
including resource agencies. Final decisions will be guided by
priorities and directions established in the Restoration Plan and
will take into account the most current information from monitoring
programs.

A. content: Each annual work plan will include an introduction, a
project budget summary, a list of agencies and organizations
involved in implementation, timing and priorities for project
implementation, and project summary descriptions.

Project descriptions will focus on the who, what, when, why, and how ~.uJ
of implementation. Project descriptions must also describe the link ~~
between the project and an injured resource or service, explain hOW~~~
the project fits within the scope of the Restoration Plan, descr~'b~~~
how the project satisfies the criteria in the Trustee Counci~- . ~U
request for proposals, and describe what National Environmen ~~

Policy Act compliance is necessary for implementation. ~i

~¥
B. Schedule: Proposed work plans will be issued annually, although ~~
certain projects may be funded for mUltiple years. Work plans will
be reviewed and approved prior to October 1, in order to allow
sufficient time for preparation for the upcoming field season.

c. competitive Bidding: Projects will be sUbject to a competitive
bidding process. Bids will be evaluated and scored by a committee
which will jUdge on factors such as proven ability to conduct
similar projects in a timely and professional manner, logistical
capabilities, technical expertise, and cost.

D. Priorities and Timing of Restoration Activities: Guidelines for
prioritization and timing of restoration activities will be
incorporated into the annual request for project proposals for the
Annual Work Plan. criteria for prioritization have not been
finalized, but may emphasize the following types of projects:

Projects for restoring injured resources and services recovering
more slowly than expected



Time-critical projects that could not be effectively done in
later years

Monitoring and research projects that would provide information
necessary for identifying and implementing effective restoration
options

Projects that benefit mUltiple resources and services

Projects that provide widespread, as opposed to site-specific,
benefits

Projects that benefit injured resources and services highly
important to the economy and well-being of spill-impacted human
communities

Projects that benefit populations of organisms directly injured
by the spill, as opposed to benefitting uninjured populations
of the same or equivalent species

Projects that benefit injured resources and services not yet
addressed by restoration

Proj ects that restore unrecovered resources and services, rather
than enhance them above pre-spill levels

II. COMPLIANCE WITH THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)

The programmatic Environmental Impact statement (EIS) accompanying
the Restoration Plan describes the overall impact of restoration on
the human environment, but does not deal with impacts of specific
projects funded under annual work plans. These projects must also
comply with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements,
although the Trustee Council may conditionally approve projects
prior to completing the NEPA process. However, funding will be
withheld until the required documentation has been completed. Many
projects will qualify for categorical exclusions, some may require
relatively simple Environmental Assessments, and the largest and
most extensive projects could require an EIS.

III. AMENDMENTS TO THE FINAL RESTORATION PLAN

The Restoration Plan will provide guidance for the life of the
settlement, but must also be sUfficiently flexible to accommodate
new information and changing conditions. For example, the
monitoring program will provide new information on recovery rates
and the effectiveness of restoration activities, which will
influence how restoration is applied. Minor changes can be
incorporated without changing the plan or the EIS. Major changes,
however, will trigger more involved review and approval procedures.

A. MINOR AMENDMENTS

Minor amendments include all changes which fall within the policy



guidelines of whichever alternative is chosen for the final
Restoration Plan. For example, new restoration options can be added
as minor amendments as long as they meet the pOlicies established in
the plan for degree of effectiveness, geographic location, which
resource or service can be addressed, etc. Minor amendments can be
added without having to go through the entire pUblic review process
or redo the programmatic EIS. However, the pUblic will be provided
opportunity to comment on minor amendments. Also, the more
technical amendments, such as adding new restoration options or
modifying the list of injured resources and services, should be
approved by expert peer reviewers.

B. MAJOR REVISIONS

Major revisions are changes which fall outside the policy guidelines
established in the Restoration Plan. For example, if the plan
specified that options must only apply to species injured at a
population level, a proposal to include options addressing only
sublethal injuries would constitute a major revision. If major
changes are proposed, then a full pUblic review may be necessary, as
well as a supplemental programmatic EIS. Major changes may only be
necessary in the case of an unforeseen significant event, such as
another oil spill or an obvious lack of success with the restoration
approach originally selected.

C. TECHNICAL REVIEW OF NEW RESTORATION OPTIONS

All proposals for new restoration options should be peer reviewed by
recognized technical experts. Some new options may constitute minor
amendments and some may be major revisions, as described above. It
is assumed that all options submitted for technical review will
conform to the basic requirements of the civil settlement.
Evaluations of new options should be based on the answers the
following questions:

Is the option technically feasible?

Does the option create human health hazards?

Could the option cause negative biological, economic or social
impacts and, if so, can the impacts be mitigated?

Does the option improve the rate or degree of recovery?

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public participation in the restoration planning process is required
and described by the Memorandum of Agreement and Consent Decree, the
National Environmental Policy Act, and the Federal Advisory
Committee Act. Public information programs have been set up to
allow the pUblic to participate in an informed manner and to provide
general information on how settlement monies are being used.

Public participation is possible by attending Trustee Council and



Public Advisory Group (PAG) meetings. The Trustee Council meetings
are advertised and open to the pUblic. Any oil-spill affected
community which requests to participate can be hooked in via
teleconference. All PAG meetings are also open to the pUblic and
the pUblic is allotted time to speak or give written testimony to
the group at each meeting. The PAG reviews all restoration
activities and provides advice to the Trustee Council. The public
will also have a chance to submit project proposals for annual work
plans and comment on proj ect ideas and draft work plans through
forums such as the PAG, Trustee Council meetings and the annual
request for project proposals.

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1991 requires all
government sponsored programs to provide equal access for the
disabled to telecommunications, and written and non-written
materials, as well as opportunities for participation in pUblic
meetings and teleconferences. Requests for changes to accommodate
any disabled members of the pUblic, and complaints about non
compliance with the ADA should be directed to:

Executive Director
Exxon Valdez oil Spill Restoration Program
645 G st.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-8012
Inside Alaska: (800) 478-7795
outside Alaska: (800) 283-7745
FAX: (907) 276-7178



l::xxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council
Restoration Office

645 G Street, Suite 402, Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Phone: (907) 278·8012 Fax: .(907) 276-7178 i
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Information and education provide the link between restoration
activities and knowledge about the effects of those activities. As
restoration, or the lack of direct application of restoration tech
niques, proceeds and is monitored, the gathering, systematizing,
documentation and distribution of information about restoration
provides interested persons and communities, scientists, educators,
public officials and agencies facts about the effectiveness of
techniques and status of recovery for injured resources and
services.

Reporting results provides support to education ciricula, scientific
communities, media, and governmental or private brochures and
displays. An Annual Report to the Public (the name only used as an
example) would provide ~word, graphics and picture information ,
about how much and where money was spent, and what environmental ,"'<-\-&~<.(

progress, if any, was being made. The information medium would
reflect the needs of the various interests. Radio and video shorts,
newspaper inserts, books and brochures could all be used. More
active methods of information dissemination are meetings and
workshops. These media are most effective in rural areas when the
information is carried to the people, i.e. town meetings and schoolI,
workshops. .'. ,,' ,

All methods of information exchange ~~ means for receiving
comment from any interested party. Generally these are clip-out
sections of a newpaper, mailers in books and brochures, phone or FAX
numbers, and return addresses. For some interested or affected
groups such as the Native communities and other sUbsistence users,
visits to their communities, schools and homes for one on one
exchanges enhances the credibility of the information and the
informer. These intimate interchanges provide both parties a better
understanding of interests, needs and reactions to restoration
activities.
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::e:::::: :::: ::::Sconsists of alisting of restoration pr~:~~~s)\l

AflIj to be funded for that year. All projects must fit within an
(~~ existing restoration option described in the Restoration Plan.
Of,· Project proposals will be solicited from all qualified public and

private orqanizations, including resource agencies. Final decisions
will be guided by priorities and directions established in the
Restoration Plan and will take into account the most current
information from recovery and restoration monitoring programs.

A. Contant

1.

B.

The Annual Work Plan Package will include: an
intrOduction, a project bUdget summary, an affected area
map, a list of agencies and organizations involved in
implementation, timing and priorities for implemetation,
and project summary descriptions., (('.'

\;> _:/'i'.:~'. Project Descriptions will: focus on'the Who, what, When, ~"/
- .~r-- . \ o( <v':tY why, and how of implementation. These factors will be /

r~-< ~ .,,/(. described for each project which is to be part of the
~ ~.. ,..~.. Annual Work Plan Package. Within the package there will be.

,,,:," .(: . )/;;'~ '? • a definitive statement on link to inj.,W¥t,...o~ a resource or
p~!_ '":~ ~I'V'--,J:~~:{<;,serv~ce,,~statement from the propose:r'~hisproject is \)
'/(V;;::\:')~~'~/~..2r.::. <. •..~.: 1I'~i!h,l.n/the scope o~ thelJ,.r¥z;.~",torationPlan,v,?~~p. a description~ ",'"
o---c,.c,L~,~_~,\;,.~,~;,~::~>~EPA compllance(l~~cessary for (Implementation and .,'
v;.~~ the status of the compllance process. ~ ~,L)'

.~ 3. Relation of Projects to Restoration Plan: All proposed 'If
\:if projects must fit within an existing option, as described G ~,-'0

in the Restoration Plan, in order to be considered for :,;~... :.r,.'(;/ \
inclusion in an annual workplan.~< '.'

./' \.. .' .x:
Sche4ule: Proposed work plans will be issued annually (**bi- \~a

annually has also been suggested). They will be reviewed and n~

approved prior to. ,in order to allow sufficient time for t~
preparation for the upcoming fie.~d season. 1l~J'r",\ ~\"""'O"frd?.(J}" (

~. <.,.1<". ... • \

c. Environmental compliance:' Indi dual proj~cs funded under
(fA' '\ ~ , annual work plans must comply w' h NEPA requi ements. However f

\VlI? the Trustee Council may/app projectsLPrio to completinflthe
..~~ .y NEPA process. ~ nding will be withheld until the
~Vv.~~ required documentation s been completed. Many projects will
~D" qualify for categoric exclusions, some may require EA's, and

~~~~~~.largest a~ ;;;.:~;;;;~U:+Pij~c\~~ve~,
~~ •• k.W ((r~, -" ~( .../~ ," ·-O~
~-.. \/." (t-.'~//
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AMENDMENTS TO THE FINAL RESTORATION PLAN

MINOR AMENDMENTSA.

Priorities and Timing ot Activities within the PreterrQ~ \~

Alternative: (TO BE COMPLETED AFTER RPWG DISCUSSION) . v\..x:....¢Y. c'_,.v \. !>-..' ",.'v- C" .. __ 0 '('/0' ',... \" c

. ·~.e-L~ ':~ J<~ "
~~:.>y.');;.<..' f Y "

The Restoration Plan is intended to provide guidance for the life of
the settlement, but must also be sufficiently flexible to accomodate
new information and changing conditions. For example, it is
anticipated that the monitoring program will continually provide new
information on recovery rates and the effectiveness of restoration
activities, which will influence how restoration options are
applied . ...-- MkrlO? £b,anges can be incoporated without changing the
plan. (Majo~es, ho~ever, may trigger more involved review and
approva1.-pfOcedures.

II.

'[' \. ('7 p

,J' <-~9
'jJ

,~.I;'1/ D. Public Review and Input I Public review will be an integral part
x of the process. The public will have a chance to submit and

comment on proj ect ideas through forums such as the PAG I TrusteeIV Council meetinqs and the annual call for project ideas.

\ '0 \-¥. Competitive Bidding;';' Pro;:;/~~;-i~(\~-e'sUbject to a competitive
\~ . '- U bidding process. Bids will be evaluated and scored by a non-
~~\7~:,~rtisan committee which will jUdge on factors such as proven
l' i ,.,.rVI'~~ility to conduct similar projects in a timely and professional
~ oJ.. u»",..#'m)nner! logistical capabilities, technical expertise, and cost.

~r"~\.~ An~ Work Plan Deoision-Making Process: The entity WhiCh) I-{
~'F ~.' ...-cC;mpiles and reviews proposals NEEDS TO. BE DESCRIBED HERE***. c\Q
~ U' . t.,)/ However, The Trustee Council makes the ultimate decision on

yl"/ approving the plan. e.A.~. obl~~. c\ ;'\:a.l';.C'. . \
\.<..0:./ .

'\<,)j' /} G.

<b~o

Minor amendments include all changes which fall within the
parameters of whichever alternative is chosen for the final
restoration plan. Minor amendments can be added without having to
go through the entire public review process or redo the programmatic
EIS. However, the pUblic will be provided opportunity to comment on
minor amendments. Also, the more technical amendments, such as
adding new restoration options! must be approved by scientific peer
reviewers.

For example, new restoration options can be added as minor
amendments as long as they meet the criteria established in the plan
for effectiveness, geographic location, resource or service
addressed, etc. However, the process for adding options must be
tightly controlled and only those options rated as acceptable by a
~anel of peer reviewers can be added to the plan. In the same way
that the options in the final restoration plan were required to go
through a rating process, based on input from recognized experts in
relevant fields, any new option must likewise be demonstrated to be
valid and applicable to the prescribed restoration program.
Criteria to be considered when rating new options include:

• • I /)/1,
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. \ the same obJective.~

ThL nu$Jus lA'l\ W~~o~~g;.~O~ ~/J~ ~
If the answer to the following questions Is YES then proceed with the evaluation process outlined under the
Implementation chapter for annual work plans.

Does the proposed project already fit into one of the existing restoration options? A-IAI1J"1I1;et~
OSf)":JJ~~ t..Jrh, -JY"-.5 Is the option identified 6firm,pcii'tr. ~ the restoration Rlan objectives? ~1

O~lbf~~-J~~a Ci~J:rJ~~~~.u 0/<-
11 the proposed project does not belong w~ an existing restoration optloA~i~~with the
following evaluation.

') Should the proposed project be combined with similar project ideas to create a new restoration option,
or is it an option In itself?

. 2) ~ the option ~t tile ililllst crTretia of technical feasibil~.S~:;;;me: ;{ith;the civil settlement guidence.
j)o c ·'\~prevent~signlflcant additional Injury? (j'5 11- ~I(\ ~ fl,u.""pt"O;GC:f" ""'oU Id. r...at UJAK...

If n~~ 1;r{~I::~~,~RJ1~~' If yes, proceed with thefollowing evaluation criteria. ~1~:;;:t.~'J ~;t ~=""

[At Ie r 2 eople should . e if these criteria are met - legal advic yt necessary. If so, get
a P. elimina in nd procee . lIe an cision I

BACKGROUND INFORMATION NEEDED: el,..f-
Which resources or seNlces CAN this option~ed feF-{J,lmay only have been proposed for one, but may
work for others as well). ?
What i~he recovery status of the targeted resource. ~v}a '

This could either be the predIcted natural recovery time or the predicted "aided" recovery tIme...which
ever is available and appropriate.

Are there multiple species or ecosystem benefits expected from implementing this option?

Would Implementing the option have a wide range effect. or always be site specific?

What are the potential negative effects from Implementing the option and can they be mitigated?

How does this option relate to the injured resources' life history or to the injury?

WHAT EFFECT WOULD THE OPTION HAVE ON RECOVERY? (!'lei&! tlolle eo&tlel"l would I,ave to be
(completel separately for each targetted resource.)

~olati'o'e to'&l=l x ected recov . e or rang ~es this option accelerate the r~o"l!gr:p
Please quantify the answer by showl 9 a new expected recovery date. or range. and the uncertainty.

OR does this option provide greater confidence trlat the rescurce will be able to rec::)Ver In the estimated
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tlme.~i ereiably tOt;\aFde tAO ee:rller ,eaiS hi the P61'l~e?

Please express the change in confidence.

Does this option provide necessary protection for the resource?
"" . ..' . Without such protection it is less likely that the habitat could
support the Injured population at its 1900'09 (OF R"iaybe "at I i1storl&' Is be"er) oSFP/ln§ es:po:ei~lf- pre. -sp//I lev!

If the answers to any of the above questions produce a £5 pel Cd it 01 91 bate, II i ,pi 00 effiM'lt Esubstantial
improvomen\(\th€n tA@ O~tlol"l Qvol1L!'J ee cOAs:dei ed ir,-Altel "alives 5-5. +~ -+ I

11\ -&u \'tc.D~ ~ qJ ~ CPr\ft.~~ . . .) r;' ~ PCWI
rY\J1.J..1 l?<. a.~ .fo 'I'{\~c;l(. ThiS ntUJ o(Jil on ~\(\ a-O.;f 3, )

If neither answer is greater than 25% but at least one is thought to produce a 10-24% improvement then the
option is categorized as providing some improvement and would be considered only In Alternative 5.

Process for gathering the above information: The person/organization proposing the project AND two experts
(peer reviewers, research scientists etc... ) should be asked to estimate the effects of implementing the option.

~Jt-Sigl"llfl~P! discrepancies occur try and reach COOC60S11S betwsen tb. liXfJ8!10 (prefDrab l)' iR-p"E!T§on) , or

~ ~ree8ei i tile query to uti lei e~rts.

Th/5 ~~
rl11~

~ e..v;'/I~

17~ tev;.
~~~.,
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(INSERT BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CRITERIA FOR RATING NEW OPTIONS)

B. MAJOR REVISIONS

Major revisions are changes which fall outside the boundaries
described in the final plan. For example, if the plan specified
that options must only apply to species injured at a population
level, a proposal to include an option treating sublethal injury

\1 ~OUld constitute a major revision. Likewise, decisions to greatly
~~ -IIJ shorten or lengthen the proposed duration of the restoration program
~ O~ld count as a major change.

J!'5.~~ the plan is changed significantly from that described in the
~\7 alternative approach described in final Restoration Plan, then a

-\. full pUblic review may be necessary, possibly including a new
restoration plan and an additional programmatic EIS. Changes such
as this would most likely be necessary only in the case of an
unforseen significant event, such as another oil spill, an obvious
lack of success with the restoration approach originally selected,
or a radically different understanding of injury gained from the
monitoring program.

III. PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMS AND PUBLIC PABTICIPATION

Public participation in the restoration planning process is required
and described by the Memorandum of Agreement and Consent Decree, the
National Environmental Protection Act, and the Federal Advisory
Committee Act. Public information programs have been set up to
allow the public to participate in an informed manner and to provide

"0'eneral information on how settlement monies are being used. Phe)
'~ -An\g ..J.ca os with ~i6abili:ti6lii l'lct mao rl a.te:! equal acceOii --£Qr 'the
/' d-iea~d to all public illfollltatiull add "':0 all £erume fOl! p~l:k

" p.artieipatioII. (\;lfrL~o.V\ ~) jS tv lJ1C- -: ~
- t'1 J~ -to~ IT 7

A. PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMS ~ .

i. Oil spill Public InfQrm~tion Center (QSEIC)

The Trustees set up the Oil Spill Public Information Center (OSPIC)
to provide a repository for all materials related to the oil spill,
facilitate patron use of those materials, and support the public
information needs of pUblic participation. These services include:

- Collection and maintenance of backg~ound legal and scientific
scientific materials relating to the oil spill, such as natural
resource damage assessment and restoration proj ect reports,
shoreline oiling reports, and newspaper and magazine CliPV~

- Walk-in and telephone reference services on the Exxon~spill

and subsequent restoration activities.

Crea t ion and ma intenance of a ce~t if iable administra t i ve
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record of Trustee Council, Restoration Team, Public Advisory
Group and other work group activities and pUblished products.

The mailing address and contact numbers for OSPIC are:

The oil Spill Public Information Center
645 G street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

(907) 278-8008 (PHONE)
(907) 276-7178 (FAX)

other

other sources of informatio favailable to the pUblic include:

pUblicly available restoration documents, such as the
Restoration Framework document and the brochure on Draft
Restoration Plan Alternatives. 1GbrWlN tqC\~

- Public symposia such as the EVOS F~.· '9el symposium which
presented results of damage assessment studies.

- Educational efforts linked to particular restoration projects,
such as public service announcements or instructional videos
informing resource users how to reduce impact on a particular
recovering resource. .

eld
and
and
the

toration Planni 'Comment Periods

- Agency pUblications, such as the recent issue of the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game magazine devoted to reftp.ration

::~~J.Qi~ of . ~~ ~
- Also, once the fu~ale re toration monitoring program is
underway, monitoring results will be reported regularly.

During 93, three rounds of b1ic meet ngs have been
in o' spill-a ected co unities, us Ancho ge, Fairbank,
Jun u. The test rou of meeti s, in Apr 1993, presen ed
to comment on the rochure ° lining t a1ternatives in
d ~t restovation pI . r LJ.u,<J.J o

• ,

1t-1s saHerA C;,~~~~ f0VJ~ ~.;{-;C{~ /Tt}/~f

&~ TC ~5 ? I Q~~ Y:?A G /'v\;l-11r ?I J\;j~v~ Rf ~ 2

x
~ B. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS
"-

~~ 1. Fo

'1 ~ The prim y opportunity pUblic to sUbmit ide for

~~
restorat'on and to review and comment on propo ale made by others

. I has bee during pUblic comme t periods on the formal~u ents of
the re oration planning pro ess. Public comm nts~wil~ e olicited

'C ~ on th Final Restoration a.n and the acco any ng na.l EIS and
iJ~ subse/ uent Annual Work Pl s. cv\J. ~.~~'
~~ 2. in s in ~~
~

f<
~~F:-
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3. Public

The Trustee Council meetings are advertised and open to the pUblic.
Any oil-spill affected community which requests to participate can
be hooked in via teleconference.

The public 0 which
accompanies the Restoratio~ an: ree d fferent times:

/ I

1) Th~ in tial scoping ptlcess, which al19ws the public/to identify
early ~n he process iss es, concerns, and predicti0

7
ns/of impacts.

This has already occurre . /
. I ~ I

2) PUZiC review and donurients on It'draft EIS. /I /

3) P lic review and ~omments on~al EIS, and on Supplemental
EIS's! should they be necessary.

I

P~blic Ad'll _ ~ ~ J-
The Trustee C uncil has est blished a P 'c Advisory Group (PAG).
The PAG revi ws all resto ation activitie and pro'll es advice to
the Truste I Council. T Trustee Counc' determine that th PAG
should hav 5 public-at- arge seats and 2 Ilinteres group" s ts,
represent! 9 aquacultur. , commercial f'shing; co ercial to ism,
conservat on, environ ental, forest roducts, cal gove ment,
Native ndowners, r creational use s, science academic sport
hunting and fishing, and subsistence There ar also "ex- fficio"
seats or represen tives chosen y the Alaska state ouse of
Repre ntatives and the Alaska stat Senate. All meetings are open
to th pUblic and e public is specifically allowed time to speak
or grve written testimony to the group at each meeting.

C. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 requires all government
sponsored programs to provide equal for access for the disabled to
telecommunications, and written and non-written materials, as well
as opportunities for participation in public meetings and
teleconferences. Requests for changes to accommodate any disabled
members of the pUblic, and complaints about non-compliance with the
Act should be directed to:

Executive Director
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Program
645 G st.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-8012

Dudl -Iv ht-~ Wi ()J~ ~ (JAb lAJlrt d.D.

A{YD -- -flM'e, ,£cJh'Ovi s~ V1U~~'U'~\ -tv~ l'~~
8iv,~GYl /h1~{~ 0o:h6yl,
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J

r. ANNUAL WORI PLANS ,.41"\L

~The annual work plan consists of a listing of restoration projects)
(to be funded for that year. All projects must fit within an

~~ existing restoration option described in the Restoration Plan.
Of'- project proposals will be solicited from all qualified pUblic and

private organizations, inclUding resource agencies. Final decisions
will be guided by priorities and directions established in the
Restoration Plan and will take into account the most current
information from recovery and restoration monitoring programs.

A. Content

Relation of Projects to Restoration Plan: All proposed
projects must fit within an existing option, as described
in the Restoration Plan, in order to be considered for
inclusion in an annual work plan.

3 ,

project Descriptions will: focus on· the Who, what, When,
why, and how of implementation. These factors will be
described for each proj ect Which is to be part of the
Annual Work Plan package. Within the package there will be

,a de~initive statement on link to in~~~~o~ a reso~rce ~r

~~~serv~ce~/.• statement from the propose:r'~hisproJect .lS

rO"kr" ~~~he scope o~ the~~~s_torationPlan, ~J:~ a description~
.,/- ~"'t="NEPA cOmpll.ancef\-~cessary for(tmplementation and

the status of the compliance process, ~

1. The Annual Work Plan Package will include: an
introduction, a project bUdget summary, an affected area
map, a list of agencies and organizations involved in
implementation, timing and priorities for implemetation,
and project summary descriptions.

B. Sche4ule: Proposed work plans will be issued annually (**bi
annually has also been suggested). They will be reviewed and
approved prior to , in order to allow sufficient t
preparation for the upCOmi~gy\~~ season. ~

c. Environmental compliance/\jC/l~di "dual proj~cs funded under
11A. 'l ~ I annual work plans must C.omply w' h NEPA requi aments, However,
lVlI? the Trustee Council maYI(/app projectsfurio to completinilthe
_~~ ¥ NEPA process. Ho~~ nding will be withheld until the
~Vv-.~~ required documentation s been completed. Many projects will
~DI' qualify for categoric eXClusions, some may require EA's, andJ1 \.J~~_~~ A',,.l.ihe largest and mo extensive could require a proj ect-level

~.IS' ~ . o--~~:1-}\~q,
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II. AMENDMENTS TO THE FINAL RESTORATION PLAN

Priorities and Timing ot Activities within the
Alternative: (TO BE COMPLETED AFTER RPWG DISCUSSION)

D. Public Review and Inputl Public review will be an integral part
of the process. The pUblic will have a chance to submit and
comment on proj ect ideas through forums such as the PAG, TrusteeI Council meetings and the annual call for project ideas.

~ \\) \-¥. competitive Bidd~riql pro;:c!{~~~G~~SUbject to a competitive
N 'r. l~ bidding process( Bids will be evaluated and scored by a non
~~'7~:,~rtisan committee which will jUdge on factors such as proven
V I ()-"",lfbility to conduct similar projects in a timely and professional
~ ~ ~~~nner, loqistical capabilities, technical expertise, and cast.

~r-A~\<f[ ~ Work Plan Decision-Making Process: The entity WhiCh)
~~ ~....•~ompiles and reviews proposals NEEDS TO BE DESCRIBED HERE***.
\ V' _~ ~owever, The Trustee Council makes the ultimate decision on

V· . approving the plan. ~ohl\..,\--. '
'tY'Z'f. ,":;'4//1

\~ /~. G.

0<0

The Restoration Plan is intended to provide guidance for the life of
the settlement, but must also be sufficiently flexible to accomodate
new information and changing conditions. For example , it is
anticipated that the monitoring program will continually provide new
information on recovery rates and the effectiveness of restoration
activities, which will influence how restoration options are
applied.~M:~li~s can be incoporated without changing the
plan. (M~j-~nges,.ho,wever,may trigger more involved review and
approva:1::-pfocedures.::,:>\~.' i ...\ \..'.• ,0. fl.•

~ ~··-cL <.-~~ ~ c.L4J r"«----. . .' \\ \;\.~"'"

A. MINOR AMENDMENTS ~.;

Minor amendments include all changes which fall within the
parameters of whichever alternative is chosen for the final
restoration plan. Minor amendments can be added without having to
go through the entire public review process or redo the programmatic
EIS. However, the pUblic will be provided opportunity to comment on
minor amendments. Also, the more technical amendments, such as
adding new restoration options, must be approved by scientific peer
reviewers.

For example, new restoration options can be added as minor
amendments as long as they meet the criteria established in the plan
for effectiveness, geographic location, resource or service
addressed, etc. However, the process for adding options must be
tightly controlled and only those options rated as acceptable by a
E-anel of peer reviewers can be added to the plan. In the same way
that the options in the final restoration plan were required to go
through a rating process, based on input from recognized experts in
relevant fields, any new option must likewise be demonstrated to be
valid and applicable to the prescribed restoration program.
Criteria to be considered when rating new options include:
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ThL nus,!us lA'l \W~~O~~~TJO~ ~IJ~ ~
If the answer to the following questions Is YES then proceed with the evaluation process outlined under the
Implementation chapter for annual work plans.

Does the proposed project already fit into one of the existing restoration options? A'lAIli"JItJ(4r.,A:J
OSf)'5J~~ wrt.,... -/Y""'".s Is the option identified arwfilpipdi/t!jl~ the restoration plan objectives? ~1

or'~_J?itt ~mr--/~ra rt~J:roJ~;'::t'XJ~~ ·0/<-
It the proposed project does not belong w~ an existing restoration optlo~.it~~with the
following evaluation.

. \ the same objective.~

1) Should the proposed project be combined with similar project ideas to create a new restoration option,
or is it an option in itself?

'L2) ~ the option rroeet £1 Ie iI i1t1at ci'TWtla t:tf'techn!Cal,feaSibiliC.""S~ withJ1Je civil settlement guidance.
\ ~prevent~signlflcant additional InJury? (;5 /1- ~lr"l ~ ff,u. pt'O~CCf" ",...ov Id. f"l.Ct C,.£lA.K.

If no, reject the If yes, proceed with thefollowing evaluation criteria. ~d'l'~ t:ivry~~ ." ll"'l't'.,." •• r7 ~ e :Ii'-
eople should . e if these criteria are met - legar advic y ~ necessary. If so, get

nd procee Ire an cision I

BACKGROUND INFORMATION NEEDED: e;h+
Which resources or services CAN this option~ed fe~ may only have been proposed for one, but may
work for others as well). ?
What is,'efehe recovery status of the targeted resource. ~v}a .

This could either be the predIcted naturar recovery time or the predicted "aided" recovery time.,. which
ever is 8.vallable and appropriate.

Are there multiple species or ecosystem benefits expected from Implementing this option?

Would Implementing the option have a wide range effect. or always be site specific?

What are the potential negative effects from Implementing the optJon and can they be mitigated?

How does this option relate to the injured resources' life history or to the injury?

WHAT EFFECT WOULD THE OPTION HAVE ON RECOVERY? (~~tel t",re eeetle", 'i'I'etIld Ilave to be
(completel separately for each targetted resource.)

~olati'c'e to '!\oR X ected recav . e or rang ~es this option accelerate the r~' '9",P

Please quantify the answer by shaWl g a new expected recovery date, or range. and the uncertainty.

OR does this option provide greater confidence trlat the resource will be able to recover In the estimated
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tlme.~1 efel abl1 towdrs's tAe ee:l'lier Jeal:S Iii the rB:l'l~e?

Please express the change in confidence.

Does this option provide necessary protection for the resource?
"" . ... . Without such protection it is less likely that the habitat could
support the Injured population at its 19ijEl 69 (or R'lay be Iiat Ii1storl!)l' Is bee'ter) e8rryln~ 88:f3aeitlf- pre -5p/II /,va

If the answers to any of the above questions produce a £5 pel eel i1 01 91 eatel IIIIPI coel i1ef1t (substantial
improvementXtAeA (!=Ie 01"1011 vv o~le ee c0f15idel ed irrAltel "alive! 3-5. +~ +111. I

11\.fke ~~~ C?l -fr\t ~.~~ . ' .) r;' r~ p (J.¥\
~ b<. a.~ .fo 'I'f\~d-.( This YleJ,A) opil on ~\f\ aJ.;t 3, Y

, If nel~herl~swer is ,~lC~ater t~an\~5% but/at.jeast one isJ~ought to p~oQuee a 1O.24%rmproveme.nt then the q
'optiqnis/categprlzed as. providin~ SOl11e improvemer;land,would be edns/dared onlyln..Alter:native. 5. ~~~'"

'-'.J ~',J 'oj .\••.~// ......~// \'-...~// \ // '..../ ....._~... .••.

~/

Process for gathering the above Information: The person/organization proposing the project AND two experts
(peer reviewers, research scientists etc... ) should be asked to estimate the effects of implementing the option.

~tt-5iQf'llfIGo~nr discrepancies occur try and reaeh concansl IS betwisn ibi iXFJerta (prefGFab!y i~on). or
\ ~roeelel i tl Ie query to uti lei e",erts.

n''JI5 ~1b
rl11~

, tv/III:<

4:1'%: I"rv;'

~~~
. ,
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(INSERT BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CRITERIA FOR RATING NEW OPTIONS)

B. KAJOR REVISIONS

Major revisions are changes which fall outside the· boundaries
described in the final plan. For example, if the plan specified
that options must only apply to species injured at a population
level, a proposal to include an option treating sublethal injury

AK\7 Eould constitute a major revision. Likewise, decisions to greatly
'~,f\ -IIf shorten or lengthen the proposed duration of the restoration program
~ O~ld count as a major change.

~5tS'-~ the plan is changed significantly from that described in the
~~ alternative approach described in final Restoration Plan, then a

-\ . full pUblic review may be necessary, possibly including a new
restoration plan and an additional programmatic ElS. Changes such
as this would most likely be necessary only in the case of an
unforseen significant event, such as another oil spill, an obvious
lack of success with the restoration approach originally selected,
or a radically different understanding of injury gained from the
monitoring program.

III. PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMS AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public participation in the restoration planning process is required
and described by the Memorandum of Agreement and Consent Decree, the
National Environmental Protection Act, and the Federal Advisory
Committee Act. Public information programs have been set up to
allow the pUblic to participate in an informed manner and to provide

~
r eneral information on how settlement monies are being used. ~)

_,,~ M'il;;;=.icans with ~ieabil~tiQii ~ct mandll'Ge~ eqaal aeC6Sii .fQr -ene
~ _ d-isa~lE?d to all public infotlltatiull and to al~ £el'?~:uRf! fOl! p~lk

,J ,p.a.rtH!l4patioll. fftfn~~V\ M5~ tv!l1c.. '; ~
A. PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMS (JJ(.. t"J.Ul ~ I t" ~

1. Oil spill Public Information Center (OS?ICl

The Trustees set up the Oil Spill Public Information Center (OSPIC)
to provide a repository for all materials related to the oil spill,
facilitate patron use of those materials, and support the public
information needs of public participation. These services include:

- Collection and maintenance of background legal and scientific
scientific materials relating to the oil spill, such as natural
resource damage assessment and restoration proj ect reports,
shoreline oiling reports, and newspaper and magazine CliPV~

- Walk-in and telephone reference services on the ExxonAspill
and SUbsequent restoration activities.

- Creation and maintenance of a certifiable administrative
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record of Trustee Council, Restoration Team, public Advisory
Group and other work group activities and pUblished products.

The mailing address and contact numbers for OSPIC are:

The oil Spill PUblic Information Center
645 G Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

(907) 278-8008 (PHONE)
(907) 276-7178 (FAX)

Other

Other sources of informatio ;available to the pUblic inclUde:

PUblicly available restoration documents, such as the
Restoration Framework document and the brochure on Draft
Restoration Plan Alternatives. 1Gb(1,.\A~ lq,\~

- Public symposia such as the EVOS F",' , 9El symposium which
presented results of damage assessment studies.

- Educational efforts linked to particular restoration projects,
such as pUblic service announcements or instructional videos
informing resource users how to reduce impact on a particular
recovering resource. .

eld
and
and
the

toration Planni ~Comment Periods

- Agency pUblications, such as the recent issue of the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game magazine devoted to reftp.ration

~~t;J1i~ E1f. , ~~ ~
- Also, once the fu~ale re toration monitoring program is
underway, monitoring results will be reported regularly.

During 992 and 93, three rounds of blic meet ngs have been
in o' spill-a ected co unities, us Ancho ge, Fairbank,
Jun u. The test rou of meeti s, in Apr 1993, presen ed
to comment on the rochure 0 lining t alternatives in
d ~t resto". ation pl. LJlw, ,rvu p' . ,
/t.1s ~erY\ 4~ ~~ \,-v.ruve-- ~';f,Cf~ MJ/~

6:~ TC ~5 ? 1 QW0~ rAG rvdl1f? / M~~ RT~ ?

~
~ B. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS

~ 1. Fo

~ ~ The y opportunity the pUblic to ide for

[~
restorat'on and to review and comment on propo als made by others

. I has bee during pUblic comme t periods on the formal~U ents of
the re oration planning pro ess. Public comm nts~wil~ e olicited

~~ on th Final Restoration a.n and the acco any ng na. EIS and
&;::, subset uent Annual Work PI s. ~ ~.~~"
~~ 2. Publ in s in ~~
<

~
V7~

~
~



Information

Information and education provide the link between restoration
activities and knowledge about the effects of those activities. As
restoration, or the lack of direct application of restoration tech
niques, proceeds and is monitored, the gathering, systematizing,
documentation and distribution of information about restoration
provides interested persons and communities, scientists, educators,
pUblic officials and agencies facts about the effectiveness of
techniques and status of recovery for injured resources and
services.

Reporting results provides support to education ciricula, scientific
communities, media, and governmental or private brochures and
displays. An Annual Report to the Public (the name only used as an
example) would provide ~word, graphics and picture information
about how much and where money was spent, and what environmental~J,~~~

progress, if any, was being made. The information medium would
reflect the needs of the various interests. Radio and video shorts,
newspaper inserts, books and brochures could all be used. More
active methods of information dissemination are meetings and
workshops. These media are most effective in rural areas when the
information is carriedAto the people, i.e. town meetings and school
workshops. ~~~

All methods of information exchange ~~ a- means for receiving
comment from any interested party. Generally these are clip-out
sections of a newpaper, mailers in books and brochures, phone or FAX
numbers, and return addresses. For some interested or affected
groups such as the Native communities and other subsistence users,
visits to their communities, schools and homes for one on one
exchanges enhances the credibility of the information and the
informer. These intimate interchanges provide both parties a better
understanding of interests, needs and reactions to restoration
activities.
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3. Public

The Trustee council meetings are advertised and open to the pUblic.
Any oil-spill affected community which requests to participate can
be hooked in via teleconference.

The public which
accompanies the Restoratio~ an: ree d fferent times:

/ /
1) The in tial scoping pr~cess, which al19ws the public~o identify
early in he process iss~es, concerns, afd predictio

7
nS!Of impacts.

This has already occurreft· I
2) PUZiC review and cIomments on }:aft EIS.

I I

3) P lic review and ~omments on~al EIS, and on Supplemental
EIS's! should they be necessary.

I

P~blic Adv _ ~ ~ 1-
The Trustee C uncil has est blished a P 'c Advisory Group (PAG).
The PAG revi ws all resto ation activitie and proves advice to
the Truste Council. T Trustee Counc' determine that th PAG
should hav 5 public-at- arge seats and 2 "interes group" s ts,
representi g aquacultur. , commercial f'shing; co ercial to ism,
conservat on, environ ental, forest roducts, cal gove ment,
Native ndowners, r creational use s, science academic sport
hunting and fishing, and subsistence There ar also "ex- fficio"

or represen tives chosen y the AlasKa state ouse of
ntatives and the Alaska stat Senate. All meetings are open

th pUblic and the public is specifically allowed time to speak
g;ve written testimony to the group at each meeting.

C. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1991 requires all government
sponsored programs to provide equal for access for the disabled to
telecommunications, and written and non-written materials, as well
as opportunities for participation in public meetings and
teleconferences. Requests for changes to accommodate any disabled
members of the pUblic, and complaints about non-compliance with the
Act should be directed to:

Executive Director
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Program
645 G st.
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 278-8012

Ducl\ ~ he..~ wI~ +k
At~ -- -tLM\ '£uh'bv1 S~ t~'(/vI -Th\Q.;
~~OY) /~~l~ ap;h6yJ,

PAb w{ct JD.

~~I' -~ U-



RESOURCE OR SERVICE:
OPTIONS RATING

DATE: '{J (9

CRITERIA 107!J}- "S7k
lA. Potential to improve the rate or degree

tyA 1%of recovery

Potential to prevent further
I

lB.
Hdegradation or decline \-\

2 . Technical feasibility H I-f
3 • Degree to which proposed action

H ~benefits more than one resource or service

4. Degree to which proposed action
Henhances the resource or service

5. Potential for NO additional injury to:
~a. other target or nontarget resources

b. other target or nontarget services L L
6. Potential effects of the action on

H Hhuman health and safety

7. The relationship of the expected costs
of' the proposed action to the expected f'I\benefits

8. will the restoration opportunity be
~1D t'\Vlost if implementation is delayed? (YIN)

9 . Public Comments

COMMENTS:

(J) ~<

1
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VI. Implementation of the Restoration Plan

APRIL 7, 1993

process of implementing the restoration plan is initiated
understanding guidance about the nature, timing and location
work described in the plan. Since the plan is programatic

it does not give specific details about the restoration work
necessary to bring about the recovery of injured resources and
services. The direction the Trustee Council prefers will be
emphasized when it provides restoration guidance through the
selection of a preferred alternative. This alternative will
encompass the restoration options thought most useful by the
Council.

Since one or more proj ects may be described for each restoration
option it will be necessary to define all the work represented
within the options included in the preferred alternative. This;
disaggregation of work also includes information on timing,
location, and possibly priority. The Trustee Council will
decide on the work to be accomplished annually. Currently the
resul t of this process is called the Annual Work Plan. Although
in 1992 - 1994 this process was done without the benefit of a
long-term restoration plan, the work in those annual plans has
been generally useful in meeting long-term restoration goals.

/ t "' <>1'~~~ ku>j;:::JV-{C~
Under any set of options selected as the preferred alternative,
a process for annual work planning will be useful for the
agencies which will/do the work. That process should include
the following ideas. Projects which can be included within the
option description will comply with National Environmental
Policy Act and be approved for implementation by the Trustee
Council before funding is available. Agencies designated as the
lead for the project will be responsible for the project work
plan package which i~cludes the environmental compliance
decisions, schedules,UManagement, possibly the monitoring, and
any reports due the Trustee Council.

Chris: I used the following outline to give me some direction.
You can do with it as you like.

VI. Implementation process for the Life of the Settlement
A. Annual Work Plans

Describe the annual process that is likely to occur based
upon the expected needs of meeting NEPA as well as public
expectations.

Developed from an out year work planning process which has



disaggregated espe~ted restoration work for the life of the
settlement.

Based upon the expected schedule and priorities within the
planning documents.

Call for projects from agencies and public which focus on
work, schedule and priorities.

1. Content

a. Annual Work Plan Package

introduction, project budget summary, affected
area map, agencies and organizations involved in
implementation, timing and priorities, and
project summary descriptions.

b. Project Descriptions

Individually as they focus on the who, what,
when, why, and how of implementation these will
be described for each project which is to eb part
of the Annual Work Plan Package. Wi thin the
package there will be a diffinitive statement on
link to injury of a resource or service, a
statement from the proposer that this project is
within the scope of the Restoration Plan, and
what NEPA compliance is necessary for
implementation and the status of the compliance
process.

2. Schedule

3. Environmental Compliance

4. Public Review



VI. Implementation process for the Life of the Settlement
A. Annual Work Plans

Describe the annual process that is likely to occur based
upon the expected needs of meeting NEPA as well as public
expectations.

Developed from an out year work planning process which has
disaggregated espected restoration work for the life of the
settlement.

Based upon the expected schedule and priorities within the
planning documents.

Call for projects from agencies and public which focus on
work, schedule and priorities.

1. Content

a. Annual Work Plan Package

introduction, project budget summary, affected
area map, agencies and organizations involved in
implementation, timing and priorities, and
project summary descriptions. ~~~~~~~,

b. Project Descriptions

Individually as they focus on the who, what,
when, why, and how of implementation these will
be described for each project which is to eb part
of the Annual Work Plan Package. Wi thin the
package there will be a diffinitive statement on
link to injury of a resource or service, a
statement from the proposer that this project is
within the scope of the Restoration Plan, and
what NEPA compliance is necessary for
implementation and the status of the compliance
process.

2. Schedule

3. Environmental Compliance

4. Public Review
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

National Marine Fisheries Service
Office of Oil spill Damage Assessment and Restoration

P.O. Box 210029
or

11305 Glacier Hwy
Auke Bay, Alaska 99821

Telephone: (907) 789-6600
Fax: (907) 789-6608

RAPIDFAX TRANSMISSION:

DATE: 1(10(12

FROM: ~SzV.~

TO: .&.v~t< Tser4.-

.If , PAGES TO FOLLOW

FAX NO:---------- , -
SUBJECT: C~ -It> .f'Itc/~tV,x rrz: (ry;{t~f

])y~~ 0~~~v~ fJ~
COMMENTS:-----------------------
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
Office of OU Spill Damage
Assessment and Ro~ration

P.O. Box 210029
Auke Bay, AJaeka 99821

April 30, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT: view of Preliminary Draft of conceptual
Monitoring Plan (April 5th Version)

Thank you for the opportunity to review an early version of the
subject report. The Conceptual Plan is beginning to take shape
and I am pleased with your progress. I regret that I have not
had time to collate and reconcile comments received by individual
members of the Restoration Planning Work Group. As you know, we
all have been consumed by the round of pUblic meetings that began
on April 12th; actually r will not complete my pUblic meeting
commitment until May 5th. Before I forget, I also wanted to
thank you for the very productive workshop that you designed and
implemented on April 13th and 14th. r believe it achieved its
intended goal; it stimulated much needed discussion among many of
the interested parties. I also have received positive feedback
from many of the attendees.

My individual comments on the preliminary draft are necessarily
organized by the nine issues listed in the RFP. I have added a
lOth issue regarding Section 6 as it is presented in your
preliminary draft. I hope my comments are of some help; they
are:

1) What process or mechanism would best assist the Trustee
Council in determining monitoring priorities?

What we are after here is use of conceptual models to
prioritize what to monitor. You describe this approach on page 7
of your draft and illustrate this concept in Figure 3, but I
think that perhaps you do not fully understand the concept. Your
Figure 3 seems to further refine the conceptual methodology that
is embodied in Figure 2, and does not, for example, describe the
links among resources that are at risk, or the physical, chemical
and biological components of the affected ecosystem, or the human
and natural causes of change in the system to be studied
(monitored) .

1
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The use of conceptual models also is introduced in the National
Research Council's Managing Troubled waters - The Rol§ of Marine
Enyironmental Monitoring (MTW) on page 62. Given the magnitude
and complexity of impacts and the geographic scope of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill, I envision many such models will be required to
decide what to monitor and how. For example, a conceptual model
of the fate of oil in mussel beds or other intertidal habitats,
showing how vulnerable resources can be exposed to oil, and at
what exposure levels, could permit important questions
(hypotheses) regarding the magnitude of effects to be formulated
and tested. The NRC's MTW gives another example on page 65 (San
Onofre kelp bed) to illustrate what is meant by conceptual model.
Let me know if I have not been clear; this is a very important
point.

2) What are realistic goals and objectives of monitoring?

I really have no substantive criticism; I think that you have
done a good job here.

3) what resources and services shoUld be monitored and why,
given the goals and objectives in (2);

Do we necessarily have to prioritize which resources and services
to monitor? With the assumption that not every resource or
service has to be monitored each year, and perhaps some resources
and services would not have to be monitored for five years, do we
still have to adopt and implement a process of prioritization? I
am not saying that we do not have to prioritize, but I would like
some further discussion on the SUbject. Let me know what you
think.

I don't know if this will be of much help, but the Planning Group
did create injury criteria to determine which natural resources
and human uses (services) warrant restoration. Perhaps you could
review our approach in the context of , developing criteria to
decide which resources and services should be monitored. You
will find a description of this concept on page 39 in Volume 1
Restoration framework (Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustees 1992).

4) Which clean-up, damage assessment and restoration science
stUdies contain elements that would best serve the purpose of the
intended monitoring program, and what are these elements?

I think that you have begun to address this issue in Section 6.2.
Although I think that you have gone further (by including
statistical approaches) than what was asked of you, was this your
intent? If this assumption is correct, should 'you not make that
connection on page of 15 of your preliminary draft. Also, while
you addressed avian, mammalian, intertidal and subtidal fauna,
will you also address fish in this context in the next draft of

2
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your report? You will also want to review my comments dealing
with the whole of Section 6 as it is now presented (see Issue 10
below) .

5) Which surveys of services provided by natural resources
oontain elements that would best serve the purposes of the
intended monitoring program, and what are these elements?

Please see my comments to Issue 4 above. I believe they equally
apply to human uses (services).

6) What consideration should be given to the relationships among
different monitoring (ecosystem) components, and how should they
be integrated?

While I agree that understanding the linkages among resources
will be useful to us in our effort to better integrate our
monitoring design, isn't this information also obtained through
development and validation of conceptual models as described in
Issue 1 above. Do you think the matrix approach as described in
Section 5 is a superior way to go? Clearly} it may be superior
for human uses (services), although even the linkages among
resources and human uses can be identified and even quantified in
a conceptual model. Again, let me know your response to this
particular insight.

7) What relationships need to be established with other
monitoring programs within the spill area and how should they be
integrated?

I like your approach here. First, I would ask that you include
in your listing of Alaskan Monitoring Programs a possible future
program that will be designed and implemented by the oil Spill
Response Institute (OSRI) which was created by the Oil Spill
Pollution Act of 1990. The OSRI is housed within the Prince
William Sound Science Center located in cordova, Alaska. It ~s

chaired by Dr. Gary Thomas formerly of the University of
Washington. Gary usually can be reached on (907) 424-5800. I
don't know much about his intended program except that it will
focus on long-term issues. I do know that he is asking for funds
from the Trustee Council and will attend the Council's next
meeting on May 13th. I obviously will know more in the next few
dayst but you also should make contact.

Second, you need to address what periodic surveys of human uses
are conducted in the spill area. For example, I believe that the
U.S. Forest Service routinely conducts recreational-use surveys
of Forest Service lands throughout Alaska. I also seem to
remember hearing about a recent Minerals Management Service or
Bureau of Land Management survey of SUbsistence use in coastal
Alaska.

3
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8) What process (including infrastructure) should be considered
to guide implementation and management of monitoring?

I generally like this section although I feel that perhaps you
should include other options for how the intended monitoring
should be managed. While I agree that the Trustee Council could
ask a contractor to manage the monitoring program, management of
the Trustee Council's monitoring program also could become the
responsibility of a Monitoring Management Committee (MMC). This
body, not to exceed 15-20 members, could include representation
from the Trustee agencies, university scientists t peer reviewers,
and other regional monitoring programs. As you know, this
essentially is the model being used in Puget Sound.

other than perhaps providing a choice of management models, I
think that Section 7 (pages 75-80) makes some excellent
recommendations for how the program should be imple~ented.

10) section 6.0: Guidance on Sampling Design.

After a quick review of this Section, I believe most of this
information is relevant to what we hope to address in Phase 2 of
our planning efforts. For the most part, this information may be
too technical for inclusion in the conceptual Plan. It is not
that I disagree with what was said (it is some excellent work) I

rather it goes beyond the intent of the Phase 1 planning effort.
As I indicated above (see Issue 4), some of the information
(Sections 6.2 and 6.3) is germane to Phase 1 and should stay.
However, this information best addresses Issues 3 and 4 in the
RFP and shOUld be presented in that context. This suggests that
editing also will be needed. What do you think?
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MEMORANDUM

TO: RPWG

(.~~J
FROM: Chris Swenson

State of Alaska
Department of Fish & Game

Habitat and Restoration Division

DATE: April 15, 1993

FILE NO.:

TELEPHONE NOe:

SUBJECT: Ideas on Monitoring

Here are some thoughts on monitoring:

1. Monitoring categories: In terms of clarifying our
categories of monitoring, we could arrange things as follows:

a. Project Level Monitoring: Each project will include
monitoring to determine whether or not the project is
working out as planned. For example; fish passes would be
monitored to determine whether fish were actually using the
pass and were utilizing upstream areas to successfully
spawn.

b. Recovery Monitoring: Each injured species and service
would be monitored, when feasible to do so, to ascertain
the rate and degree of recovery. This would apply to those
resources and services being actively restored as well as
those being allowed to recover naturally (this subsumes the
old categories of Natural Recovery Monitoring and
Restoration Monitoring). For example, PWS wild pink salmon
would be monitored as a whole for recovery.

c. Long-Term Ecological Monitoring: This category remains
the same as originally stated, and would focus on
monitoring long-term trends in ecological interactions.
During our discussion with Parametrix on 4/12, it was
decided that this type of monitoring would not apply to
services and would focus exclusively on biological trends.

3. Causal Connections Between Projects and Recovery: Phil
Mundy made the point during the workshop that it is generally
not possible or necessary to establish direct causal links
between restoration activities and species recovery. If we know
that individual projects are working as planned (i.e. fish
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passes are getting fish to new spawning areas) and that species
recovery is occurring (i.e. PWS pink salmon are recovering),
then it is often neither possible nor necessary to establish
that the fish passes are the cause of the recovery. Phil's
point was that natural processes are so complex that it was not
realistic to try to establish links between our relatively
small-scale restoration efforts and widespread populations of
organisms, which are subj ect to numerous, poorly understood
environmental influences. However, it may be possible to
attempt this for some resources which are concentrated in time
and location, such as colonial seabirds - but even so, is
establishing this link really worth the time and money needed to
do so?

3. Types of Monitoring not Exclusive: It was also pointed out
at the workshop that the three types of monitoring wouldn't
necessarily be conducted separately and that they may overlap.

4. Other Issues for RPWG: Other issues that came out of the
workshop ~nd sUbsequent discussions include;

a. Services did not fit as well into the conceptual plan
as resources, and RPWG needs to give Parametrix some
additional guidance on this (e.g., endpoints, what aspects
of the services to monitor, etc.)

b. The contract for Phase 2 should specifically require
planning a mechanism/process for integrating and
interpreting monitoring data, especially for the ecosystem
data. This integration would certainly be sUbject to peer
review and agency input, but if this process is not
undertaken by the group or committee charged with
overseeing the program, the RT and TC will certainly not be
able to do it by themselves.

3. The workshop exercise for choosing and prioritizing
which resources and services to monitor was confusing for
some participants and we still have work to do in this
area.
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VII. COMPREHENSIVE RESTORATION MONITORING PROGRAM

A. BACKGROUND

The Exxon Valdez oil Spill Trustee Council has initiated a planning
effort to develop a comprehensive and integrated monitoring
strategy for resources and human uses (services) injured by the
Exxon Valdez oil spill. A monitoring and research program will
help the Trustees decide how resources and services are recovering,
and whether restoration activities are effective. It also could be
used to monitor the general health of the affected ecosystem, or
provide basic and applied research about how to better protect,
manage, or restore resources or services injured by the spill.

B. GOALS

Monitoring is essential to understand if the proposed restoration
activities have been successful at restoring, rehabilitating,
replacing, enhancing, or acquiring the equivalent of natural
'resources and human uses injured by the oil spill. The goal is to
develop a comprehensive and integrated monitoring program to follow
the progress of recovery, evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
restoration activities, improve the information base from which
future disturbances can be evaluated, and when necessary, conduct
research to develop new restoration technologies and approaches.

C. OBJECTIVES

Monitoring is necessary to assess the rate and adequacy of
recovery. Resources and associated services that are found to be
recovering at an unacceptable rate may have to be considered as
candidates for restoration action. Likewise, resources that are
found to be recovering faster than anticipated may allow for
earlier completion of a restoration action. Monitoring of
important physical, chemical, biological, cultural and economic
properties will establish an environmental baseline for the
affected ecosystem and associated human uses. This baseline then
can be used to assess the anticipated effects of human development
and to improve our ability to manage affected resources and
services over the long-term. Research would be employed to restore
resources not recovering or recovering at lower than expected
rates.

The Trustees monitoring and research program could include one or
more of the following components, although the components vary
among alternatives:

1) Recovery Monitoring would
injured resources and services,
occurred;

assess the rate of recovery of
and determine when recovery has

1



2) Restoration Monitoring would evaluate the effectiveness of
individual restoration activities, identify where additional
restoration activities may be appropriate, and determine when
injury is delayed.

3) Ecosystem Monitoring would follow long-term trends in
distribution and abundance of injured resources and the quality and
quantity of human uses. Monitoring of this type could also detect
residual oil spill effects and provide ecological, cUltural, and
economic baseline information useful in assessing the impacts of
future disturbances.

4) Restoration Research would clarify the causes of poor or slowed
recovery, and design, develop, and implement new technologies and
approaches to restore resources and services not recovering or
recovering at lower than expected rates.

D. RESOURCES AND SERVICES TO BE MONITORED

At minimum, monitoring will follow recovery for those injured
resources and services listed in Table XX of Chapter III. For some
of these resources, there is documentation of declines in abundance
that will persist for more than one generation, decades in some
cases. While mortality and other injuries occurred to other
resources, population size abundance was not always affected.
There also is evidence of diminished human uses in the spill area
including commercial fishing, commercial tourism, recreation,
passive use, and subsistence.

Although dependent upon the scope of the final monitoring strategy
selected by the Trustees, monitoring could also follow the dynamics
of other components of the injured ecosystem, for example, those
species important in the food webs of injured species. To better
manage injured marine birds, marine mammals, and some species of
fish (salmon, halibut, rockfish) over the long-term, it may be
instructive to follow the abundance and distribution of their prey
species (herring, sandlance, candle fish, pollack) within in the
spill area. Clearly, changes in the temporal patterns of prey
abundance and distribution will be reflected in concomitant changes
in abundance and distribution of predator species. This kind of
information will assist the Trustees in better understanding the
dynamics of recovery, or potentially the lack thereof, but also is
intended to document long-term trends in the environmental health
of the affected ecosystem.

E. PLANNING APPROACH

Because of the complexities of both institutional and technical
issues associated with developing a meaningful monitoring and
research program for the spill area, a phased approach is being
undertaken. In Phase 1 which will be completed in June 1993, a
consultant is assisting the Trustees with development of a

2



"conceptual" design for a monitoring plan. This is intended to
guide more detailed, technical planning in a sUbsequent Phase 2.

1. Phase 1 - Conceptual Design

In Phase 1, the objective is to develop a conceptual methodology
that can be used by the Trustees as a tool for developing and
refining effective monitoring elements, and as a guide for
decisions on what to monitor, where, when and how. It also
establishes the relationships among those who require and those who
produce monitoring information, as well as establishing how
monitoring is integrated and coordinated among the various
activities. This approach borrows significantly from the National
Research Council's conceptual model for developing more effective
and useful monitoring programs (National Research Council 1990) .

2. Phase 2 - Detailed Design

with an approved conceptual design, the Trustees will next develop
detailed technical specifications for monitoring that will be
implemented in April 1994, coincident with implementation of the
Restoration Plan. This planning effort focuses on the technical
requirements of an integrated monitoring plan and again assumes a
close working relationship among the Trustee Agencies. It also is
the intent of the Trustees that the Final Restoration Plan, to be
published in November 1993, will include at least a summary of the
technical design for each monitoring component, both resource and
service. This final phase of planning will establish:

a) the locations where monitoring should be conducted;

b) a technical design for each monitoring element (e, g.,
sediments, invertebrates, fish, birds, mammals, and services
[commercial fishing, tourism, recreation, sUbsistence] that
specifies how, when data will be collected, analyzed, interpreted,
and reported;

c) a design for a data management system to support the needs of
the Trustees and other decision makers, planners, researchers and
the general pUblic.

d) a rigorous quality assurance program to ensure that monitoring
data produces defensible answers to management questions and will
be accepted by scientific researchers and the public;

e) cost estimates for each monitoring component; and

f) a strategy for review and update to ensure that the most
appropriate and cost-effective monitoring methods are applied.

3
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VII. COMPREHENSIVE RESTORATION MONITORING PROGRAM

A. BACKGROUND
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The Exxon Valdez oil spill Trustee Council has developed initial
(conceptual) design requirements for a comprehensive restoration
monitoring program for resources and human uses (services) injured
by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. with an approved conceptual design,
the Trustees will next develop detailed technical specifications
for monitoring that will be implemented in April 1994, coincident
with implementation of the Restoration Plan.

B. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

A conceptual design or plan is used as a tool for developing and
refining monitoring systems, a means for identifying and
prioritizing elements to be considered for an effective monitoring
plan, and a guide for decisions on what to monitor, where, when and
how (National Research Council 1990). It also establishes the
relationships among those who require monitoring information and
those who produce monitoring information, as well as establishing
how monitoring is integrated and coordinated among the various
activities.

As with any tool, it is both how well the tool is constructed and
how well the tool is used that determines it's effectiveness. The
Trustee's approach has been to construct a conceptual design with
the contributions of as many interested parties as possible.
Through telephone interviews, analysis of case histories, a
technical workshop, and review of previously prepared materials,
the Trustee's have obtained the participation of a large number of
individuals representing the Trustee agencies, universities,
consultants, and peer reviewers.

Key elements of the conceptual design for the Trustee's proposed
Monitoring Program include:

1) Goals

Monitoring is essential to understand if the proposed restoration
activities have been successful at restoring, rehabilitating,
replacing, enhancing, or acquiring the equivalent of natural
resources and human uses injured by the oil spill. The goal is to
develop a comprehensive and integrated monitoring program to follow
the progress of recovery, evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
restoration activities, and improve the information base from which
future disturbances can be evaluated.

1
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2) Objeotives

Monitoring is necessary to assess the rate and adequacy of
recovery. Resources and associated services that are found to be
recovering at an unacceptable rate may have to be considered as
candidates for restoration action. Likewise, resources that are
found to be recovering faster than anticipated may allow for
earlier completion of a restoration action. Monitoring of
important physical, chemical, biological, cultural and economic
properties will establish an environmental baseline for the
affected ecosystem and associated human uses. This baseline then
can be used to assess the anticipated effects of human development
and to improve our' ability to manage affected resources and
services over the long-term.

Monitoring will be conducted to fulfill the following specific
objectives:

a) to assess the rate of recovery of injured resources and human
uses, identifying where additional restoration activities may be
appropriate, and determining when injury is delayed;

b) to evaluate the effectiveness of individual restoration
activities, partiCUlarly where the endpoint of "effectiveness" for
an individual project is different than the endpoint (full
recovery) of the injured resource or human use. It may not always
be possible to detect the contribution of individual restoration
projects if several or more restoration projects target the same
resource or human use, or if uncontrolled factors such as climatic
conditions mediate recovery, and;

c) to follow the long-term trends in distribution and abundance of
injured resources and the quality and quantity of human uses.
Monitoring of this type also could detect residual oil spill
effects and provide ecological, cultural, and economic baseline
information useful in assessing the impacts of future disturbances.

3. strategy/conceptual Methodology

Figure 1 shows the main elements of a conceptual methodology
presently under consideration for implementation by the Trustees.
Figure 2 provides the detail of defining a monitoring strategy and
developing specific questions to be addressed by monitoring. As
indicated above, this conceptual approach borrows significantly
from the National Research Council's model for developing more
effective and useful marine monitoring programs.

Working from the bottom up in Figure 1 helps. in understanding the
relationships among the steps in the proposed methodology.
Information is disseminated to decision makers (step 7) only after
it has been produced (step 6). Information is developed when the
results of carefully designed monitoring studies are implemented

2 DRAff COPY
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and the results are analyzed and evaluated (step 5). For a
monitoring study to be implemented, it must be designed (step 4) to
effectively address important questions (step ,2). The focused
questions that serve as the basis for the monitoring studies, in
turn, rely on clear management objectives (step 1). Finally
preliminary studies may be required to better define the questions
and technical aspects of the monitoring (step 3). There also are
three feedback loops that allow the designers to reframe the
program's underlying questions, review and modify monitoring
objectives, and finally use the results of monitoring to refine
sampling design.

Figure 2 shows how a monitoring program can begin with general
monitoring objectives and develop specific questions to be answered
that are the basis for developing detailed sampling protocols.
This process includes: identifying the resources at risk,
establishing the linkages (direct and indirect) among ecosystem
components (particularly the resources at risk and the sources of
change, both natural and human), establishing boundaries for
spatial, temporal, biological, physical, chemical, cultural or
economic aspects of the system (including defining scales for
spatial and temporal changes), and projecting either quantitatively
or qualitatively, changes in natural resources and human uses and
the interactions among them.

This approach will help define the cause and effect relationships
that determine potential responses of the resources and human uses
affected by the oil spill. As in Figure 1, sufficient feedback is
incorporated so that the questions being asked are refined to
reflect the best information available including new information as
it is produced.

A conceptual model is the central feature of this methodology. In
applicationl a conceptual model will describe the links among the
resources at risk; the physical, chemical and biological components
of the affected ecosystem; and human and natural causes of change.
conceptual models begin as a qualitative description of the causal
links in the system to be monitored. Then, based on technical
knowledge I they can be expanded to include quantitative elements
such as mathematical or numerical models to better understand the
the dynamics of the system to be monitored.

For example, a conceptual model of the fate of spilled oil in
Prince William Sound showing how vulnerable resources are exposed
to oil in the environment, and at what exposure levels, will permit
important questions (hypotheses) regarding the effects of oil to be
formulated and tested. By providing a framework for organizing
existing scientific understanding, a conceptual model also
identifies important sources of uncertainty ..

ORAFT COPY
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4. Resources and Services to be Monitored
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The Memorandum of Agreement and Consent Decree (Civil Action A91
081, united states v. state of Alaska approved August 28, 1991)
requires that use of. restoration funds be linked to injured
resources and human uses (services) resulting from the Exxon Valdez
oil spill. The injuries summarized in Volume 1 Restoration
Framework (Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustees 1992) and in the more
recent Draft Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Plan Summary of
Alternatives for Public Com~ent (Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustees

1993) were used to prepare a list of injured resources and services
shown in Table 1.

The list of injured resources is divided into those Whose
populations measurably declined, and those that were killed or
otherwise injured, but where the injury did not result in a
measurably lower population. By measurable decline, we mean a
detectable decline in abundance that will persist for more than one
generation. Some species such as common murres, marbled murrelets,
pigeon guillemots, and harbor seals "Were declining before the
spill. Their rate of decline was accelerated by the spill, but
other factors such as variation in climatic conditions, habitat
loss, or increased competition for food may also be influencing
long-term trends in the health and populations of these and other
species.

The spill also directly affected human uses of the spill area
including commercial fishing, commercial tourism, recreation,
passive usej and subsistence. The nature and extent of the injury
varied by user group and by area.

5. Management structure

Implementation of this multifacted program requires central
coordination and management. In order to successfully implement an
ambitious and wide-ranging program as contemplated, a high degree
of organization is needed to create the final design, to analyze,
interpret and disseminate the data generated, and to ensure that
all aspects of the program are carri~d out as designed.

Management of the Trustee's monitoring program could become the
responsibility of a Monitoring Management Committee (MMC)
consisting of representatives of the Trustee Agencies, university
scientists, and the peer reviewers. Representation could also be
invited from the Regional Citizens Advisory Councils (Prince
William Sound and Cook Inlet), other monitoring programs in the
region, and the public at large, however, membership should not
exceed 15 to 20. Alternatively, a single contractor could manage
implementation of the monitoring program.

4
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Management of the program consists of coordinating not only
implementation but also evaluation of program results. The most
certain way to ensure that the best monitoring approaches will be
implemented is. to employ a competitive bid process whenever
possible. A panel of peer-reviewers could be selected to review
and grade all proposals submitted in response to an open
solicitation for monitoring services. Proposals submitted by the
Trustee agencies would also be SUbjected to the same level of
review. A similar peer-review process should be used for review of
all project renewals and for review of draft and final reports.

Finally, peer-review will determine if plans and projects and
related activities have been implemented as designed and in
compliance with the Restoration Plan, Restoration Monitoring Plan
an the National Environmental Policy Act.

It is expected that the Trustee Council will make a final decision
on the type of management structure to implement once the public
has opportunity to comment.

6. Data Dissemination

All of the monitoring results (interim and final reports) will be
kept in a central repository or library Where, at minimum, titles
and abstracts will be accessible by a computerized system.
Responsibility for archival of raw data will reside with the agency
or contractor performing the monitoring. The final configuration
of the data management system, and how and ~ho can use the system
will be decided by the Trustees. Oversight of the repository and
computer system will be the responsibility of the MMC or a
contractor. It is the intent that this information be accessible
and in a format that can be readily utilized by scientists,
resource managers and the pUblic.

7. Avoiding Duplication of Effort

Integration and coordination with other monitoring programs in the
spill area is essential to avoid duplication of effort, but also
could result in a benefit to each program where there is potential
overlap. As discussed above, both the Prince William Sound and
Cook Inlet Regional citizens Advisory Councils presently conduct
monitoring in·Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska. A third
major program with potential geographic as well as technical
overlap will soon be implemented by the oil Spill Recovery
Institute. While often the specific goals and objectives of these
programs (inclUding the Trustee's proposed program) are different,
each program could benefit from conducting monitoring at common
stations, agreeing to follow standardized sampling protOCOlS, and
sharing logistics as well as data, etc.

5
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c. DETAILED DESIGN
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with an approved conceptual design, the Trustees next will develop
detailed design specifications. This planning effort focuses on
the technical requirements of an integrated monitoring plan and
again assumes a close working relationship among the Trustee
Agencies. It also is the intent of the Trustees that the Final
Restoration Plan, to be pUblished in November 1993, will include at
least a sununary of the technical design for each monitoring
component, both resource and human use.

The final phase of planning will establish:

1) the locations where monitoring should be conducted;

2) a technical design for each monitoring component (e, g.,
sediments, invertebrates, fish, birds, mammals, and services
(commercial fishing, tourism, recreation, sUbsistence] that
specifies how, when data will be collected, analyzed, interpreted,
and reported;

3) a design for a data management system to support the needs of
the Trustees and other decision makers, planners, researchers and
the general public.

4) a rigorous quality assurance program to ensure that monitoring
data produces defensible answers to management questions and will
be accepted by scientific researchers and the public;

5) cost estimates for each monitoring component; and

6) a strategy for review and. update to ensure that the most
appropriate and cost-effective monitoring methods are applied.

DRAFT COpy
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Figure 1. Design and implementation elements of proposed
restoration monitoring program (National Research Council 1990).
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Figure 2. Elements for defining a monitoring strategy and
developing specific questions to answer (National Research Council
1990).
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Table 1. Resources and Human Uses (Services) Injured by the Spill.

Black oystercatcher
Common murre
Harbor seal
Harlequin duck
Intertidal organisms
Marbled murreJet
Pigeon guillemot
Sea otter
Sockeye salmon
Subtidal organisms

Bald eagle
.. Cutthroat trout
.. Dolly Varden
... Killer whale

Pacific herring
.. Pink salmon

River otter
Rockfish

Ajr~ water, and
sediments

Archaeological
resources

Designated
wilderness areas

Commercial fishing
Commercial tourism
Passive use
Recreation including sport

fishing. sport huming,
and other recreation use

Subsistence

.. For these species, the Trustees sdentists have considerable disagreement over the conClusions
to be drawn from the results of the damage assessment studies.

DRAFf COPY
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